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It all comes down to this.Run and hide? Or turn and fight? Thing is, does he tell Rebecca about
the dead body, where her shot friend is being hidden, why his friend is decidedly more hirsute
than normal...or save that *for* a second date. That is if they all live long enough for a second
date.And time isn't on his side.With the Cult hunting him, McLachlan is left with few options.
Especially if he wants to play hero and stop them using someone else as a vessel for the demon
Mammon."The Space Between" is the third book in The Cups Triptych and starts immediately at
the close of the previous book - "How to be Dead" (five stars on Ebook Library - little generous
but not complaining). "The Space Between" follows Rebecca as she finds a better sense of
herself in a very strange new world amid new people. All the while McLachlan heads for a
confrontation that's been 23 years in the making. So grab your robe, light your best demon-
summoning scented candle, and hunker down for the final installment.If you haven't checked out
the previous books in the triptych, do you yourself a solid and jump in.
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ThomasAll Rights ReservedMcLachlan@nycmail.comTo Rusty and ZoeAcknowledgementsHere
it is. Book Three. The end of the first triptych. Thanks for getting this far.To Portia Holmes and
Jared Banham for their fantastic translation skills – honestly I work with the best people.To the
wonderful Linda Holmes for her oh-so brilliant descriptor – the ‘blunt-cut-bob-of-mean
women’.Really want to acknowledge the women who have inspired and shaped these
characters – more often than not without knowing it – hearing your voices, stories, choices, wins
and losses has been very fulfilling and educational.To Scott and Keri for providing the anchor,
David the mentor, Janeane the warmth, Chris the unexpected, Lauren the chutzpah, Danny the
humour, and Logan the way out.Can’t forget the Tuesday night dinner crew – thanks for getting
me out of the hole, onto my feet, and doing what I love. JT for letting me have one and showing
me – quite often – the error of my ways. Shannon, my person, you need to rule the
world.ChaptersHours from now…IIIIIIIVVVIVIIIXXXIXIIXIIIXIVXVXVIXVIIXVIIIXIXXXXXIXXIIXXIII
XXIVXXVXXVIXXVIIXXVIIIAfterwardsHours from now…Alquin got up from the desk. “This is the
moment the lie began.”“The what now?” McLachlan asked, looking around the room. He was in
the study in the Taylor’s Evanston house. But something was wrong. This wasn’t how the room
looked in his last visit. For starters, he and Frank had repainted it the summer he finished
college. Connie had also cleared out a bookshelf or two for more photos. And then there was the
ugly-ass ceramic dog figurine Dylan had broken that he confessed to when he’d started
talking.And then there was Alquin. The man before him was not his uncle. Go through enough
exorcisms and the man’s idiosyncrasies become pretty glaring.“The great bullshit fabrication of
Russell McLachlan,” Alquin said, sweeping his arms in a grand arc.“You’re not Alquin!”
McLachlan reeled, rearing back in shock.“Oh no, what gave me away,” the man mocked, his
eyes flaming red with small tongues of fire licking out the sides of the sockets.“Well, the fiery
eyes at first but really it was the sweeping arm. He’s more controlled than that,” McLachlan
replied, trying to retain his composure. “Mammon, I’m guessing.”“One and the same. I thought
you’d prefer this form,” he gestured to his priestly attire, “to this.” Suddenly the priest was gone
and in his place loomed a tall, horned creature with cloven hooves, pale skin, and the same
flaming eyes. McLachlan fell backward, the sight of the demon in his home an affront to his very
soul. “Thought so.” The priest offered McLachlan his hand, Alquin’s benevolent smile gracing the
figure’s once again human features.“Great party trick,” McLachlan remarked, ignoring the hand
and getting himself to his feet once more.“Can be yours if you like,” he offered. “You just need to
surrender is all.”I“It’s a little after two people, coming up we’ll take calls for Animal, Vegetable, or
Mineral. The temperature’s currently in the low fifties and dropping. Coming up we have Guster,
Best Coast, and some Tori Amos,” Rebecca purred into the microphone. When the red light cut
out she turned on the two men occupying the studio with her. “You mind running that by me
again?”McLachlan looked sheepishly at Matteo. Both were sitting on chairs against the wall like



delinquents outside the principal’s office. Heaving a sigh, he took a moment to consider the best
way to simplify the evening’s events. The situation was very much like being back in high school,
except instead of Dylan next to him – really, his senior year had been quite eventful – it was
Matteo.Using Rebecca’s swipe card to get from the lobby to the studio, McLachlan had called
Matteo. As his best friend he needed him there when he talked to Rebecca. For support…and
maybe a little show and tell. In the face of her stony silence, McLachlan realized he couldn’t hide
anymore. Launching into an explanation of Boyd being an informant for an ancient demon-
worshipping cult seemed an appropriate start. That Boyd was killed to prevent him from passing
information to McLachlan, a man the Cult simultaneously considered their greatest threat and
biggest asset. He went on to add that he had never wanted to put her in danger.“Hell, I hadn’t
though there was going to be danger,” he blurted, digressing. “It was a date. This is why I don’t
date. I shouldn’t be allowed to date.”“And you were doing so well,” Matteo commented, though
McLachlan wasn’t sure if he meant about his explanation or note dating. “Stick to the story.” Oh,
right, he thought, recent events.Changing tack, McLachlan reassured her that Hayley was in
good hands. Rowan was a powerful wiccan with a talent for healing people, and anyway
apparently the bullet wound looked a lot worse than it was and Hayley wouldn’t scar.When it
came to Ben, McLachlan didn’t want to use the word ‘werewolf’ until it was absolutely required of
him. It was bad enough that so far he’d used words like ‘demon-worshipping’, ‘cult’, ‘demonic’,
‘wiccan’ and ‘healer’. He felt he knew Rebecca well enough to know she was going to be a
particularly hard sell on most of the things in his life. Maybe that was what he liked about her.
The fact she was so removed, so exempt, so…normal.“Wow, out loud your life sounds awful,”
Matteo announced.“This…” McLachlan started, ignoring him. He frantically searched for the
right words though all he could really come up with was ‘elephant’, ‘room’ and ‘pie’. Not entirely
sure how he arrived at ‘pie’, he blundered on regardless. “…is a lot, I know. And pretty much any
way it comes out, you’re not gonna believe it and I’m gonna seem like a candidate for the psych
ward.”“Too late,” Rebecca said.“Wait,” Matteo balked, sitting forward. “Is that why I’m here?”“All
part of the dog and pony show.”“Which am I?”“Do I need to answer that?” McLachlan replied, a
sly smile playing at the corner of his mouth. To him using dog-related puns with regard to
werewolves was cheap and puerile humor, however when the opportunity inadvertently
presented itself he refused to shy away from it.“You were pretty close to telling me some of this
all night, weren’t you?” she asked, the realization dawning in her eyes.“Yes,” he replied, stunned
at the comment. “I’ve never wanted to be so honest with anyone before.” He didn’t feel disloyal to
Matteo or his family by saying it. Rebecca was still something of a stranger to him, and yet he
had never felt more comfortable with anyone.“Not the best time to use a line to win me over.”“Is it
working?” he asked with a smile.“Maybe,” she replied, then rallied. “No. Because a guy was shot
in the head. And Hayley. Hayley was shot. On the street. And those weren’t the craziest things to
happen. What aren’t you telling me?”“Oh, she’s good,” Matteo commented.“Uh, Bex?” Mouth
announced over the intercom. “The show’s shit tonight.”“I know!” she barked. Throughout the
entirety of McLachlan’s story, Rebecca had interrupted to go live or take the occasional calls.



Mouth had done what he could, yet the show didn’t have her focus. “It really is. I just – I have to
get to the bottom of this.”“Then, by all means, allow me,” Matteo announced, standing up and
leaving the studio. Rebecca watched him through the window as he leaned against a desk. He
drained his coffee before setting the cup down and taking off his coat.“So who is he?” she
asked, before quickly adding, “and don’t say he’s Matteo. That much I got.”“He’s a really good
friend.”“Still feel like there’s more,” she nudged.“He’s pretty great. In fact it’s his house where
Hayley’s recovering,” McLachlan said. He looked to Matteo and saw he had pulled off his
sweater as well.“Aaannnnd…?” Rebecca prompted, dragging out the word. He could tell her
patience was wearing thin. Between her intermittent standing up, sitting down nervous energy,
balling her fists, and shuffling the same three sheets of paper a dozen or so times
unconsciously, she had held helped incredibly.“Oh,” he said, pausing. “He’s a werewolf.”“Get the
fuck out!!!” she cried in disbelief.Before either of them could say anymore, Mouth had marched
into the studio and was standing between them, his voice deep and manly, “alright, bub. You
heard the lady. Time to leave.”“Not now,” McLachlan warned.“It’s okay, Mouth,” Rebecca said,
putting a hand on his shoulder, her own mind feeling very much out of the room.“No! No, it’s not!
For those just joining the program, you have the worst taste in men. Capital ‘worst’. One steals
shit out from under you, another cheats on you the second your back is turned, and now there’s
the phantom menace who really needs to see someone about his insomnia instead of hitting on
you over the phone. This isn’t the Nineties. Try a dating website buddy!”“Mouth, calm down.”“No,
I won’t calm down because you look like you’re a glutton for punishment with these assholes.
And don’t do the whole ‘this is me having a crush on you’ thing. It’s not. It’s not that. I’m just a
friend looking out for another friend who seems to run head first into colossal mistakes. And you,”
he seethed, turning on McLachlan, “you promised that you weren’t going to hurt her, that you
weren’t like those other douchebags. And yet here you are douching up the place with your
douchiness.”“Hey!” Rebecca shouted. The room fell into silence before, “happy mid-morning
folks, the polls have closed on today’s decent New Yorker. We’ll give you a rundown on the top
five and who the lucky recipient is of the WNYU muffin basket from our friends over at
Blackhound Bakery New York.”“You’re amazing,” McLachlan blurted. “Handling the show and
dealing with all of this.”“Un-fucking-believable!”“You too Mouth. Really, full credit to you
both.”“Mouth, this isn’t like that,” Rebecca said.“Did you or did you not just tell him to ‘get the fuck
out’?”“Only because he said his friend was a werewolf,” she said, gesturing toward Matteo, who
she suddenly realized was pulling off his t-shirt. “And a stripper apparently.”“Mouth, listen. I’m not
a douchebag. No one’s going to get hurt in this.”“Hayley’s already been shot.”“Oooh, really
hoped you weren’t going to bring that up. I meant emotionally hurt,” McLachlan pleaded.“So
physically hurt is fine? How about physically dead?” Mouth retorted as Rebecca became fixated
on Matteo who was now taking off his jeans and standing in front of the window wearing only a
pair of loose athletic shorts.“Hey, um, Mac. Not that I’m exactly complaining, but why is Matteo
naked?”“Wait, what?!” Mouth freaked, turning around to see the man – a total stranger – wearing
only shorts amid the WNYU office cubicles.“Uh, let’s call this the ‘show-and-tell’ portion of the



program,” McLachlan offered. Rebecca had to admit that as physiques went, Matteo’s was quite
glorious to behold. All eight abs were on display, perfect V-shape to his torso, sculpted, muscular
arms, and then there were the calves and his handsome face. He wasn’t preening though, she
thought, he actually seemed a little self-conscious as he stood there, hands cupped over his
groin despite wearing shorts.“Can I take a picture?” Rebecca asked, reaching for her
cellphone.“No!” McLachlan declared. “I’ll explain.”“Still not entirely sure why he took all his
clothes off but I can’t seem to look away,” Mouth muttered.“Well,” McLachlan called out,
sounding anxious. “You have your audience, might as well get the show on the road.”“No going
back,” Matteo called out.“I know,” McLachlan replied quietly, shaking his head.Mouth and
Rebecca looked at each other, a million questions swirling between them. The night had already
proven highly memorable, and this being New York, a man standing in the office in his
underwear – or playing a guitar naked in Times Square – was not entirely that outlandish.“This is
the oddest strip-o-gram ev – WHOA!” In a split second, Matteo had shifted from his mild-
mannered, if underwear-catalog-appropriate human shape to his seven-foot tall, covered in
short dark fur, hyper-muscular wolfman form complete with wolfish features, gold and black
eyes, extended canines, and large hands ending in claws.“What the–?!!” Rebecca cried. The
large werewolf stood there for a couple of minutes. Just long enough to let their brains register
this had really happened.“Okay, that’s enough. You can dial it back now,” McLachlan called out,
the same nervous tone in his voice. He hated having to ask Matteo to ‘out’ himself as such. But
he knew Rebecca to be an intelligent woman. She needed proof. Anything to make his story
credible. Wishing there were another way, the wolfman transformation was his last resort to
prevent the conversation from going completely south. A direction he wasn’t entirely sure it
hadn’t already headed between the constant interruptions and Mouth freaking out. Perhaps this
was just easier.Matteo shook himself slightly and reverted back. He staggered a little, catching
himself on the desk. It didn’t matter whether a werewolf could control the change or not, the
actual transformation took a great deal out of them. In actuality, the transformation killed them
each and every time for a split second. The heart stopped as it grew bigger to accommodate the
wolf physique, and again when it shrank back to human size. Bones broke and regrew, muscles
were torn and stitched back together. And that was without considering the stretching of skin
and producing of fur across the whole body. Admittedly, transforming back was worse.“In here,”
McLachlan said, collecting Matteo’s clothes and gently guiding him into studio.“Grazie,” he
replied, exhausted.Rebecca and Mouth were still in stunned silence unsure what had happened.
McLachlan helped Matteo into the chair, his limbs stiff from the sudden lactic acid build up,
every nerve in his body raw. If Rebecca thought he had a ripped body beforehand, now it was
bordering on indecent. McLachlan fished his wallet out of his back pocket and retrieved some
notes.“Vending machines?” he asked, trying to snap them out of the stupor. “He needs to eat.
Where are they?”“I’ll go,” Mouth offered, his shock fading to full blown awe. Being a pop-culture
nerd he had pretty much just witnessed the genre-equivalent of the Second Coming.“Thanks
Mouth. Get as much as you can,” McLachlan said, handing over what Mouth figured was about



fifty bucks.“I-is he?” Rebecca asked finally, a tremor in her voice. “Is he going to be okay?”“Yes,
absolutely.” Smiling, Matteo looked up at her. “And that song’s about to finish.”Happy to have
something she understood to focus on, Rebecca donned the headphones and went live to the
audience. Her voice was far more buoyant given what had just happened, or rather, had been
happening all evening. Despite the blank page in front of her, she rattled off the names of five
random people voted as decent New Yorker of the day. Not exactly professional, but he did
appreciate hearing Rowan mentioned and was not entirely surprised that Hayley had been
‘voted’ as the top of the heap. He guessed taking a bullet for someone was definitely worthy of a
muffin basket.“Are all your competitions rigged like that?” he asked as the on-air light went
out.“Oh no, no, no-no-no you don’t get to divert this,” Rebecca snapped, shock at Matteo’s
revelation wearing off and her anger returning. “So are you one as well? A…a – that?!”“I’ll try not
to take offense,” Matteo muttered, finding he could move enough to pull his pants on.“G-good!”
she fumed, her anger finding just the right pitch for the events and developments of the past few
hours. Watching McLachlan carefully, she began pacing around the studio. Which surprisingly
had enough space for pacing. Besides the L-shaped desk with chairs on all sides, a corner sofa
where Matteo now sat tying up his shoes, and the chairs along from the sofa where they had sat
like naughty boys, there was a good ten feet for pacing. “Well?!”“You can do this,” Matteo urged
McLachlan quietly.“Out!” she declared, then realized Matteo hadn’t actually done anything
wrong. Backpedalling, she softened slightly, “I mean, m-maybe you could wait for Mouth next
door. Ask him to handle the songs and any voice breaks for the next – well until I give him the all
clear,” she said, stopping her pacing.Rebecca felt bad, she’d been rude to Matteo for no
reason.Well, not really without reason. He may have looked nothing like Massimo but he was
Italian and all. And hot. And both factors were very problematic in the studio right then. This was
when she wasn’t remembering him looking like some mythical, if somewhat shaggy, beast. And
scary. Let’s not forget the scary. Werewolf aside, she thought, now’s not the time to lose it.“I’m r-
really sorry,” she said, her nerves shot. “Usually I’m not this rude or aggressive. Okay I can be
aggressive but not in a tempestuous bitch kind of way. You seem really nice and…actually…I’m
gonna shut up now.”“It’s okay,” Matteo said with a very genuine smile. He stood up and touched
her arm as he went to leave. “Listen to him. He really is one of the good ones.”Matteo left as
Mouth entered the studio, arms laden with all manner of single-serving foil bags and wrappers of
highly processed sugar and corn by-products that passed for food.“Hope he’s not a glu-tard or
vegan or some shit?” He read the tension right – if a little late – and backed out, following Matteo
to the production booth.“No, I’m not a werewolf.” McLachlan replied, his resolution faltering the
closer the matter go to him. As he struggled for the words, she went back to shuffling the same
three sheets of paper. He was losing her, he thought. “I’m something else entirely. Remember the
demon-worshipping cult I mentioned before?”“The ones with the Navy SEAL types who shot my
friend?” She stopped her nervous fussing, turned to him, and folded her arms, defiantly holding
her ground. “Yeah, seem to recall them.”“Well, they’re real. They actually worship a demon.
Mammon. Pretty Big Bad apparently as demons go.”“Y-you’re a…demon?” she asked



nervously.“No-no,” he replied, the thought causing him to shudder. He took a moment to
consider his words and realized that if Matteo could ‘out’ himself then so could he. “Mammon
can’t exist on this realm without a physical body. A vessel. And…well…they used me,” he said,
the memory painful. “I was nine. My uncle was a cleric in the cult. Guess he figured a kid was the
best chance of a neutral soul to host the demon. So he kidnapped me, frightened my folks out of
their wits, and set to making me a meat-suit for his demon overlord.”“And…d-did it work?”“For all
of four minutes and twelve seconds,” he said, struggling with holding his emotions in check. “But
my parents had tracked them down and tried to rescue me.”“And that’s how they died?”“Yup.
Messed up the ritual, sending the demon back to shit knows were.” He paused, talking a breath.
“The Cult killed them. I don’t remember it so clearly. Apparently there was an explosion of
energy, maybe demon fire, and killed some people.”“Oh my god,” she said, feeling her hands
shake.“Not mine,” he seethed through clenched teeth. Rebecca went to the sofa and sat next to
him as his head dropped. If he had told her the story over the phone any time during their
conversations she wouldn’t have believed it. Well, probably not. She knew that humanity was not
without its own horrors, many innocents had been warped, perverted and destroyed through
religious zealotry. The actual demonic possession thing was something she probably would
have disbelieved. Then again, her mother was Irish Catholic enough for her to have heard
stories. However, two things had convinced her of the tragic story. The obvious being Matteo’s
transformation, nightmares were likely in the offing from that. The other was the feeling which
had plagued her throughout their whole date: that here was a haunted man. Someone who had
experienced not only great sadness at the loss of his parents, but an otherness that had
separated him for people for so long.“Are you okay?” she asked.“Yeah,” he said, looking up.
“You’d think I was used to telling the story by now. But no, I guess I’m not.”“And were you okay
after the p-possess…after it?”“Not really. There was the obvious trauma and being catatonic until
I was sixteen, but it went deeper than that. See the demon left a mark. A ‘stain’ I call it. And with
that comes some little oddness.” She pulled back suddenly, half expecting him to sprout horns
and cloven hooves.“No, nothing obvious. No horns,” he said, to which she sighed with relief.
“Other stuff. As in why I’m a night owl. Demons are night-dwellers, nocturnal. And because of the
stain so am I.”“So you stay up all night listening to the radio,” she added.“Well, yeah, though not
just that. Sometimes I fight vampires, save people from evil supernaturals, watch bad TV, ya
know. I read some. Go to the gym. There’s PlayStation as well, I game a little. Nothing online,
nothing scary. And, of course, there’s the internet.”Rebecca looked away from him for a minute,
took a deep breath, and walked back to the studio desk. She put on the headphones, waited for
the song to finish, and began a voice break; eager to take calls and give away concert tickets.
McLachlan didn’t know what to make of it.IIIn the production booth, Mouth surveyed the
scattered remains of the bounty he had gathered from the vending machines. To his credit, the
man was a tidy, if somewhat voracious, eater. He had scoffed three Twinkies before Mouth had
had a chance to even list the items he’d found. Then it was the Cheetos, the Doritos, the
Snickers, two Cokes, and finally a bag of M&Ms. Mouth felt a little sick watching it all go



down.“So you wolfed those down pretty quick,” Mouth said. “Pun intended.”“Cos I haven’t heard
that before,” he replied, through a mouthful of candy. He wiped the Cheeto dust off his hand and
extended it to Mouth. “I’m Matteo by the way.”“Hey,” Mouth replied in greeting, unsure about
shaking the man’s hand.“It’s Mouth right? Unusual name, but then Matteo’s not exactly an
everyday thing.”“I-it’s Steven actually. I’ve just been called Mouth for so long it’s all I answer
to.”“Pleased to meet you.” Then he swept his hand over the array of food and wrappers, his tone
mockingly polite, “now will you join me for some really horrible, gut-rotting nightmares that
laughingly passes for food?”“Sorry,” Mouth said suddenly, self-conscious. Way to go dude, he
thought embarrassed, finally meet a werewolf only to give him type 2 diabetes. “It’s all we had.
People ‘round here want healthier snack machines. Or at least they say they want healthier
snack machines but they pretty much empty these on a weekly basis.”“It’s fine, honestly. I didn’t
mean to say this was bad. This is quite a haul, just shocks me that this food is allowed to
exist.”“Agreed, though Cheetos are epic.”“Potato chips are my kryptonite,” Matteo laughed, then
added in a lighter tone. “And hey about wolfing out back there. Not something I do all the time.
Kinda like to keep that secret and all. Just a pretty easy way to convince Rebecca of Mac’s
messed up life. And really what better way than to–”“Bring your own personal seven-foot hulking
werewolf. No, I totally get it. I would’ve done the same thing.”Matteo eyed him carefully, choosing
his words carefully. “However, this isn’t something for social media. You get that, right?”“Of
course,” Mouth said casually.“No really,” Matteo said seriously, folding his arms. “Me and my kind
can’t have any attention drawn to us. That’s really important.”“I’m not dumb,” Mouth said, the
rebuke there before he knew it. “I completely get it. You’re a werewolf. But it’s a secret. I’m not
some teenage girl who’s going to take a pic, upload it to Instagram, hashtag-Team Jacob,
hashtag-no filter.”“So you’re okay with this?” Matteo asked, surprised.“Please, I grew up on
comics and horror movies. I plan to have my wedding at Comic-con,” he announced. Matteo
visibly relaxed. This was indeed an interesting young man, he thought, having never in his 500
years come across someone who was this open to his kind. Maybe one or two but not to this
level. “Though I do have a few questions,” Mouth ventured, gesturing for Matteo to take a
seat.IIIMcLachlan sat nervously on the sofa. He heard Rebecca have a couple of short
conversations on-air with people he recognized as regular callers from around four in the
morning. Unsure if it was his anticipation of what she would say next or the as-yet unaddressed
earlier events, he felt she was not her usual self with the callers or on-air. Had he broken her,
McLachlan wondered suddenly. Was this his fault? No doubt it was, he thought, just like he had
ruined most every other friendship in his life, this was another for the list.The red light blinked
out.“Okay, so it’s actually official – my mother did always say things happened in threes – I have
the worst track record with men. Oh my god, Mouth was right. I should not be allowed out.”“So
I’m number three?” he asked, still nervous. “Massimo, Travis, and now McLachlan?”“Well, see I
kinda hoped that the young priest was number one – long story, not that exciting. Then Massimo.
Then Travis. I figured I was done. I figured I had chalked up my karmic three and was ready for
some good.”“But…?”“Good that you’re listening,” she said, sarcastically. “But the biggest issue



with this whole thing is that I’m not that person. Yes, I’ve been in enough shitty situations with
men to warrant it being called a track record. But it’s not out of some deep-seated daddy issues,
or rebelling against my mother thing, or low-self-esteem or even some redemptive bad boy
martyr complex.”“You’ve given this a lot of thought I see,” he said, feeling that maybe he should
leave.“Kinda have to. Especially when people like Mouth keep bringing it up,” she said, looking
through the window to where Mouth seemed to be interrogating Matteo. “The only thing I can
come back to besides it not being me, but actually them, is that these are my choices. And while
I really should learn from them, I don’t seem to. So maybe it does come back to me?” she
paused for a moment, pensive. “I want to go on the record saying that I just make questionable
choices is all. And not because of those other things.”“What things?”“The daddy-issues, mommy-
dearest, low-self esteem stuff.”“You forgot redemptive bad boy martyr complex.”“I know,
right?”“Yeah, no totally, I hear ya,” McLachlan said, standing up. “I just wanted you to know what’s
what is all. Hayley’s safe, she’s at Matteo’s. I’ll write the address down for you.”“Wait, what?”“I
want you to be safe. I get there’s no future here. In the least it was possibly too soon for you, but
in reality I have a lot of bad shit in my life that I really don’t need to drag you into.”“Hold
everything!” Getting angry, she stood up.“Another voice break?” he scoffed, his sarcastic
defenses at the ready.“No,” Rebecca said, clicking several times and cueing another few songs.
She really hoped it wasn’t a survey period but losing half a percent in the overnight demo would
mean very little to her boss. “I don’t think you were listening.”“Oh, I heard you pretty clearly. Just
not sure which category I fit under. Kinda like the sound of being a bad boy but in truth it’s
probably daddy issues.”“Ordinarily I’m not a violent person, but you’re going the right way about
it,” she bristled. “I said that I’m pretty sure – not a hundred, but at least ninety-nine percent
convinced – I don’t have those problems. And if you’d been listening you’d have heard that I
make choices.”“Typically bad ones.”“Granted,” she said, walking to him and taking his hand
gently. “But they’re my choices to make. Eventually I’m going to make a good one. And maybe
that’s choosing you.”“This does seem a little redemptive bad boy martyr complex mixed in with a
frog prince syndrome.”“I hate that you’re not only smart, but a smartass as well.”“You kinda like
it,” he smiled.“I kinda do.”“Wait, am I the frog in this?”“No, you’re…”“A former vessel of demonic
possession who uses sarcasm as a defense, has a werewolf for a best friend, an evil cult after
him, and probably a few vampires as well.”“Frog was easier,” she whispered, kissing him. The
weightlessness was still there, she thought fleetingly, yet something else, something real.
“Besides I don’t buy into being a princess. I have warts too.”“Really?” he asked.“Metaphorical
ones. Not actual warts. Well, I did have one on my knee but I had it burned off. You know what? It
was a metaphor, me being honest and accepting and you totally know it.”“Yeah,” he laughed, “but
come on, that was gold. You’d like me just a little less if I hadn’t said anything.”“Shut up already. It
sounded way better and romantic in my head.”“I’m sure it did,” he smiled. “So, we’re
good?”“Sure, I guess,” she replied, awkwardly.“Not filling me with confidence here.”“No, I mean.
Look, lot of information to take on board. I’m still processing and I’m gonna still be processing it
for a long while yet. I mean really, who needs sleep? But for now, I want us to be good. I…like



you. I probably shouldn’t given you have a lot of shit to deal with. And it’s kinda out-there crazy
shit but you’re still a decent person in this.”McLachlan looked at her carefully for a long moment.
He wasn’t sure he had heard her right or whether she was really just making another bad choice
in a long line of bad choices and that he wouldn’t prove to be just another Massimo. Or another
Travis. Or another…young priest? He hoped not.“Now, I’m gonna do my job and try and
resurrect something of this show,” she said. “But you’ll stick around?”“As long as I’m allowed
to.”“I’ll probably need to stash you somewhere about five when the breakfast show gets here, but
you’re good otherwise. Matteo too.”“Cool, thanks. He and I probably need to talk, make some
calls, and see if the cops have caught wind of the shooting,” McLachlan said, pushing through to
the production booth. He seemed to be intruding but also rescuing Matteo. “She’s all yours,” he
said to Mouth.“About time!” he cheered.“Cool if we sit in there?” McLachlan asked, gesturing to
the production booth as Mouth gathered up his things.“Sure, just don’t touch anything,” she
replied, headphones around her neck. Then in a quieter voice, “hey, so that body at the Daily
Grind. Was it actually a vampire attack?”“Looks that way.”“Vampires too, huh?”“’fraid
so.”“Crap.”Mouth pushed past McLachlan, dumped his crap on the desk, and looked
enthusiastically at Rebecca, “they’re bipedal. The whole actual turn into a four-legged wolf thing
is bullshit. I knew it. Cutting corners with C-G-I. And…and, there’re three nights to the full moon.
Not just one.”“Talk soon,” McLachlan said, then let the production studio door sigh shut. Matteo
took one look at the smile plastered across his friend’s face and raised an eyebrow. The night
had definitely taken a turn for the more interesting if such a thing were at all possible when it
already included a dead body, a demonic cult, and more processed food than Matteo had eaten
in the entire 20th Century.IVWhile the sun was deadly to vampires, over time the approaching
dawn itself had taken on its own malevolence, however psychological. Perhaps a by-product of
age, the pre-dawn hours had become a deeply introspective and melancholic time for vampires.
Especially those whose years were measured in decades rather than toaster warranties. For the
older ones, the half-lit ennui was claustrophobic. Not that vampires needed further excuses to
wallow, moping being less of a disposition than their least discussed preternatural ability.
Leaning in the balcony doorway of his room at the Hotel Grimaud, Seth felt the September
morning air against his cold skin. To him, the air was warm like the breath of a lover before a kiss.
Within minutes he knew the warmth would start to itch, then sting. As the sun crested the
buildings his skin would start to sear. Not sparkle.Watching the sky growing lighter, streaked with
pink and orange clouds and the buildings cast into obtrusive silhouettes, Seth was troubled by
the emptiness of his room. Carys should have returned by now. The thought had plagued him in
the hours since he and Rufus had returned to the hotel. Initially he had thought her pride had
been damaged, being disfigured as she was by the holy water during their confrontation with
McLachlan. But as the hours passed and he paced the room, stress feeding his hunger with
chilled blood bag after chilled blood bag, his worries grew.Carys was younger than him by
almost half a century. To vampires, especially ones like Seth, age became irrelevant in the
normal human sense. Where mortals worried about age appropriateness, age gaps in



relationships, mortality, growing up too fast or reliving their youth, these matters to vampires
were inconsequential. Seth was one-hundred-and-three while Carys was fifty-seven, but neither
looked older than the ages they were turned: twenty-two and twenty respectively.By normal
standards, Seth should be an emaciated husk of who he was, trapped in a wheelchair, his bodily
functions handled by plastic bags and tubing with no recollection of the simple, repetitive life he
had lived, the woman he married, or the children he had fathered. Or dead.Probably a soccer
mom, Carys would have been desperately clinging to her youth in the hopes of seducing her
daughter’s boyfriend or the pool boy, eager for the day her kids went to college so she could
divorce her loser husband and escape the suburban banality that was considered the American
Dream. Or dead.Vampires played the what-would-mortal-life-be-like game more often than most
knew. To the younger vampires the game was a sardonic stab at the normalcy they had escaped
for the glamour of vampiric life and eternal youth. With the older ones it gnawed at the
ambivalence that came with their many years. After such long stretches time the supposed
glamour had worn off. Their existence boiled down to one core need – blood. The crueler irony
being that as the vampires aged, the need for the blood grew less. Presently Seth could feed
once every twenty-four hours, his hunger satiated. Younger vampires like Damon – at only twelve
years turned – fed frequently, more an act of want rather than need. Gracchus and others of an
age measured by the collapse of empires fed more spartanly. To Seth’s recollection, Gracchus’
last blood meal had been during the foolish Pack War.Some Five years ago. Before the
accords.To turn the tide of the Pack War, McLachlan had brokered a deal between werewolf,
wiccan, and vampire communities. One of the terms obliged vampires to feed from methods
other than killing – a contentious clause to which Gracchus had readily agreed.Carys, and many
others, had mused darkly – how were the vampires any better off?Seth understood the
question.Werewolves could slake their supernatural thirsts through various carnal pursuits such
that when time came for their afflictions to take over they posed far less threat to humanity. But
vampires hungered solely for blood. To many satiating their thirst by sucking on blood bags like a
grade-schooler at recess was insulting. Reaching the accords had been easier for the older
vampires as their hunger was near dormant compared to that of the young who populated their
lower ranks. For a vampire to make it past their first five immortal years was a feat given the
number of hunters out there, and the general recklessness of being a youngblood.Seth turned
away from the window, his skin starting to itch as the sun breached the horizon somewhere
beyond the buildings. Sired by Gracchus from the impoverished streets of Depression-era
Chicago, Seth had run a gang of young pick-pockets and con-artists. That allowed him to temper
his bloodlust, as he was conditioned by the era he harkened from as many other vampires were.
The accords didn’t grate on him as much as they did on Carys and the younger fangers. He
smiled at the idea that he still considered her young, the memory of siring her in the seventies in
a nightclub bathroom, her fragile warm body pressed to him as it grew colder and
stiffer.“Morning,” a voice purred from the doorway. Carys had returned, slipping into the room
and resting languidly against the doorframe. Her head was bowed and she was looking at him



through her lashes, her lips full and smattered with drying blood. Seth was glad he had fed on
the extra blood as he felt his loins stir. His frugal nature staved off sexual desire – or rather the
physicality to act on it – which he worried had diminished him in Carys’ eyes. Twice a day feeding
at his age would have sustained a healthy libido, but with the accords restricting feeding patterns
he had become chaste.“Carys,” he said, certain she was aware of his mounting desire and
smelling the fresh blood on her lips. “Where have you been? I was worried.”In place of speaking,
Carys walked to the elegant modesty screen in their large room, disrobing as she glided across
the floor. She disappeared from sight only to appear a moment later, her lithe body draped in a
long charcoal sheath of silk. The gown enticingly caught the curves of her breasts and hips as it
reached for the floor.“You’re too good a man,” she finally replied, her voice low as she let him
study her form, a smile playing upon her bloodstained lips as he shifted his weight to allow his
swollen cock to move. “We waited for you,” she continued. “At our place on Roosevelt Island.
When you didn’t show we went down to the Shore to feed on tourists.”“Carys,” he declared. “The
accords–”“Are stifling us,” she spat, cutting him off. Her body a study of grace in motion and the
gown a snakeskin eager to be shed, Carys moved toward him. Her hands began unbuttoning his
shirt, her skin warm from the blood she had consumed. She kissed his neck, the coppery scent
of the blood wafting up to him. A taste of what flowed through her. “Gracchus doesn’t care about
us. He’s too enamored of the wolves and that hunter, McLachlan, that he’s letting his own people
starve.”“Stop,” he sighed, her heat and kisses intoxicating to him.“You’re right,” she breathed, “he
should be.”“I mean this,” he growled, pushing her away, his head starting to pound as his loins
continued to stir with desire.“If you were better fed – if we all were – this,” she challenged,
grabbing his crotch, “wouldn’t diminish you.”“Gracchus is our regent, our lord and master. You
will show him respect.”“Like the respect he shows you?” she questioned, turning her back to him
and taking a hairbrush from her dressing table. “He’s threatened by you, Seth. You’re moving
forward, while he is regressing. You’re focused on the vampires while he idolizes the wolves. A
dalliance that some say weaken him.”“Who says?” Seth demanded through clenched teeth, her
impudence feeding his anger and desire. “Such talk is treasonous!”“No,” she replied, turning ever
so slightly back to him, “it’s practical. We’ll need a successor and what options are there really?”
her tone dripped with disgust. “Nero is Gracchus’ puppet, eager to have his strings pulled…he’d
collapse in his master’s absence. Gretchen may sit at his counsel but her power to nod and fawn
will do nothing for this court. Rufus? He’s more interested in sucking cocks than blood, not that
he’ll ever admit it to himself.” Carys had moved closer to Seth, but stepped around him slowly.
“Which leaves you my love. Gracchus is old. The somnus beckons him, and rightly so as this
modern world – what it means to be a modern vampire – overwhelms him.”“So your bloodlust
can run unfettered?” Seth struggled.“So you can step up and be the leader you deserve to be.”
Carys was behind him now, pressing her back to his. “The leader everyone wants. A vampire of
the people. One who hasn’t forgotten the needs of the vampires. A leader who hasn’t forgotten
that he’s a vampire himself.” She drew a breath and added. “Your own words.”“Carys!” he called,
turning and grabbing her by her forearms, her skin deliciously warm to him. “You will stop this. I



wa–was blood drunk. Gracchus is our protector.”She wrenched free of him, her face a picture of
disdain. “Then you were not a man when you said this? Blame the blood but not the words. The
spirit that made you a man then is my lord. Not him,” she spat, pointing at the door, and then
gestured weakly at Seth in pity, “and not this cuckold before me.”“Cuckold? Me?!” Seth roared,
grabbing her and pushing her against the bed. Carys opened her legs to him, drawing up her
gown and pressing her crotch to his. Furious, his lips found hers, hungry and strong. Carys’
hands grasped his neck, her strength equal to his given her sustenance, she pulled against him.
Biting her lip flooded their mouths with blood, his head almost clearing despite his hunger
igniting. “You should – not say – such – things,” he managed between kisses. “Gracchus is my
sire as I am yours. There’s fealty as much as family.”“Family?” Carys scoffed, slipping out from
under him. She ducked his grab for her and slithered up his back, wrapping her legs around him
and licking his ear. Her hot breath on his skin, she traced her fangs along his neck. “He doesn’t
know the meaning of the word.”“And you do?” he sneered. Seth felt her slip off his back, yet the
burden remained. Her words may be hurtful, testing, and self-serving, yet he knew them to be
true. He didn’t love Gracchus like a father, because he was his father. Seth had never truly
known a father, his having been beaten to death or imprisoned for some piss-poor crime back
then. He changed the reason for the man’s absence on a regular basis, never remaining too
hung up on the details. As he was filching a wallet one evening outside the theatre Seth had
found hands faster than his. Seth’s love and loyalty to Gracchus did not just come from the fact
that the vampire had taken him off the streets, clothed him, educated him, civilized him, and fed
him – albeit with blood. Gracchus cared for him, listened to him, talked with him, stood by him
through the decades and, contrary to what Carys said, respected him.
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Jay Bailey, “Great conclusion to a great trilogy. Wow.Book 3 delivers on all that was promised by
Thomas in book 1. Everything that was worthy of note back then returns in force - a rich, well
developed world populated by impressively developed characters who enjoy a level of
interpersonal interaction that is usually reserved for prime time telly shows - but with a polish
and strength of voice that's developed over the series. A satisfying conclusion to the trilogy that
leaves the reader wanting more of the same - now thats the sign of a great book.”

LEIGH, “Loved it.. What a way to end - I both loved and hated the ending. Loved it because the
novel stayed true to the characters and the unexpected nature of humanity/supernaturals. Hated
it because it ended. I needed and wanted the story to keep going. This is a series that is a must
read.”

The book by Jenifer Altman has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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